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SHOULD WE REJECT DONATED ORGANS ON MORAL GROUNDS OR PERMIT ALLOCATION USING NON-MEDICAL CRITERIA?: A QUALITATIVE STUDY
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ABSTRACT
Conditional and directed deceased organ donations occur when donors (or often their next of kin) attempt to influence the allocation of their donated organs. This can include asking that the organs are given to or withheld from certain types of people, or that they are given to specified individuals. Donations of these types have raised ethical concerns, and have been prohibited in many countries, including the UK. In this article we report the findings from a qualitative study involving interviews with potential donors (n = 20), potential recipients (n = 9) and transplant staff (n = 11), and use these results as a springboard for further ethical commentary.

We argue that although participants favoured unconditional donation, this preference was grounded in a false distinction between ‘medical’ and ‘non-medical’ allocation criteria. Although there are good reasons to maintain organ allocation based primarily upon the existing ‘medical’ criteria, it may be premature to reject all other potential criteria as being unacceptable. Part of participants’ justification for allocating organs using ‘medical’ criteria was to make the best use of available organs and avoid wasting their potential benefit, but this can also justify accepting conditional donations in some circumstances. We draw a distinction between two types of waste – absolute and relative – and argue that accepting conditional donations may offer a balance between these forms of waste.

BACKGROUND
Organ donation worldwide has failed to meet demand for organs, and despite attempts to increase donation rates, this seems set to continue. Patients have to wait for organs to become available for transplant and many die before they are offered a suitable organ.1 Nonetheless, some offered organs are rejected on moral grounds. In the UK, this has included conditional donations and some directed donations. Directed deceased donations occur when a deceased person (or frequently their next-of-kin) agrees to donate organs only if they are allocated to a specific recipient. Conditional deceased donations occur when a person agrees to donate organs on the condition that they are allocated to (or withheld from) a specific type of recipient.2

A conditional donation occurred in the UK in 1998 when a white man’s next-of-kin specified that his organs could not be allocated to non-whites. The organs were accepted and allocated to white people (who, by coincidence, would have been the recipients regardless of the restrictions), and several lives were saved/improved. Accepting this donation was controversial and prompted...
criticism in the British media. A Department of Health (DH) investigation concluded that all conditional deceased donation should be prohibited (this also included directed donations) and this was the position in the UK until 2010 when policy was introduced to distinguish between conditional donation and ‘requests for directed allocation’.6

The new policy permits requests for directed donation to recipients in ‘qualifying relationships’ (family members or close friends) to be considered, provided that:

i) the agreement to donate is not conditional on the request being granted;

ii) granting the request would not deprive a ‘super-urgent’ recipient of a transplant.

A request for directed donation, unlike conditional donation, identifies a specific recipient rather than a type of person. Although this policy change raised issues which have been discussed elsewhere, it harmonized policies for deceased and living donation, where directed donation to family members or friends is commonplace.

Outside the UK, there are different approaches to conditional and directed donations. In the US, for example, an organization called LifeSharers allows people to register as donors and request that their organs are first offered to members of LifeSharers. Donation is not conditional on the request being granted, so is similar to a request for directed donation. Where it differs, however, is that potential recipients are prioritized by the donor not based on a pre-existing relationship, but instead because they are both members of the same ‘club’.

Conditional donation and directed donation both attempt to introduce criteria into deceased organ allocation that are normally excluded. Organs from deceased donors are normally allocated according to criteria that reflect tissue matching, urgency and waiting time, and the DH report objected to conditional donations on the grounds that they prevent organs being allocated according to such established criteria.

The types of conditions commonly considered in existing literature tend to be the most obviously controversial, such as those based upon race, religion or reason for illness, but it may be mistaken to therefore assume that all conditions are unacceptable. Refusing to accept donations with conditions attached continues to generate controversy. Although there are relatively few requests for conditional donation, the impact on donation rates of discouraging conditional donation is unclear. Some of the ethical and legal aspects of conditional donation have already received attention, and the DH 2000 report has been subject to criticism: the resulting incongruity created between living and deceased donations has been noted, for instance. There is also literature on public preferences about organ allocation more generally, which covers some of the potential allocation options that could form the basis for conditions. Some research has been conducted on public views on conditional donation, but there is a lack of in-depth research looking not just at the views of key stakeholders, but also the justifications for these views. This article reports the findings of a qualitative study that explored conditional and directed donation with key stakeholders, and used the resulting data to inform a critical commentary on the ethical issues. The qualitative study was designed primarily to obtain data that could act as a springboard for further critical analysis, based on the premise that systematic interactions with stakeholders can help ensure the theorist is exposed to additional arguments and perspectives, leading to a thorough, nuanced and contextually aware ethical analysis; a process sometimes referred to as empirical bioethics.15

---

6 Although the new policy uses the term ‘requests for directed allocation’, the term ‘request for directed donation’ will be used throughout this article to avoid confusion.
9 Department of Health. op. cit. note 4.
12 Cronin & Douglas. op. cit. note 11.
The scenarios were not built around the conditions already facing the donor’s organs; the scenarios were used to facilitate discussion of moral issues associated with the donor’s conditions and to explore underlying values and justifications. The scenarios were designed to exemplify some of the issues arising from conditional donation, focussed on desert, religious belief and immigration status. Scenarios were used to facilitate discussion because they allow participants, who are likely to be less comfortable or practised in articulating thoughts about abstract ethical principles and justifications, to begin to think about complex issues. They act as a starting point to generate discussion. When the discussion is initially focussed on concrete examples the participants can begin to articulate their thoughts in context, which then allows the interviewer to probe and explore other types of conditions and to explore underlying values and justification. Starting from a discussion of the ‘concrete’, and then using that to explore the ‘abstract’ is a more effective method then starting with discussion of abstract principles and justifications – and is a method that has been used to good effect elsewhere.

Forty participants were recruited from three stakeholder groups: transplant staff, potential organ recipients and potential organ donors. Staff participants were recruited from the liver and kidney units of a large UK transplant centre. Staff with a range of transplant roles were recruited (see Table 2). Potential organ recipients were defined as patients on a transplant waiting list or who were likely to be listed in the foreseeable future. All were patients at the same UK transplant centre. The

16 The scenarios were not built around the conditions already frequently discussed in the literature, such as conditional donation excluding alcoholics, due to concerns about the impact that this may have on participants from the recipient group whose health conditions were associated with their previous lifestyle choices. At the same time, the scenarios needed to be sufficiently controversial to generate discussion of the rights and wrongs of imposing conditions. It was therefore decided to frame the scenarios in more general terms to avoid distressing participants. The local research ethics committee requested that the scenarios were made even more general e.g. not to make reference to any specific religion.

potential donor category included members of the healthy general population, since anyone can potentially donate organs. Because South Asian (SA) donation rates in the UK are relatively low, we were interested to explore the idea that conditional donation has potential to increase organ donation in the local SA population. Accordingly, we attempted to ensure that our sample of potential donors comprised a good proportion of SA participants (up to half), to increase the possibility that we might learn something about this.

Each participant gave written informed consent before their interview, and each interview was audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. A favourable opinion was given by an NHS research ethics committee (Ref. 10/H1208/34) and the University of Birmingham research ethics committee (Ref. ERN_10-0900), and appropriate R&D permissions were obtained.

The interviews were analysed by Moorlock using NVivo software. ‘Initial Coding’ as described by Saldana was undertaken using a relatively open-ended approach. As more codes were introduced, these were sorted into themes. Data were coded, and themes developed, with a view to identifying reasons for and against conditional and directed donation (both practical and theoretical), which is in keeping with the aim of the empirical research being to expose the theorist to additional arguments and perspectives. The codes and themes developed as the project progressed, and earlier transcripts were re-examined to check for instances of newer codes. A sample of transcripts was independently coded by Draper and Ives to check consistency of coding and to try to minimize researcher bias.

**RESULTS**

The collected data was rich and covered many ethical issues arising from conditional donation. The results presented here are underpinned by a common theme: the use of medical criteria to allocate organs. Some interpretation is included alongside the narrative of the results in order to make clearer the meaning of specific quotations.

1. Organs should be allocated using medical criteria

Conditional/directed donation can disrupt the usual processes of organ allocation. The scenarios therefore prompted more general discussion of how organs ought to be allocated. Participants across all categories generally felt that organs should preferably be donated unconditionally, primarily because this allows for allocation according to medical criteria. Participant PD6 cast doubt on the public’s ability to make good decisions in the context of organ allocation. That this participant thought that scientific data should be providing the basis for good allocation decisions points to an assumption that medical criteria are better because they are objective, not biased by personal opinion:

> They should leave that type of judgment for scientists who have the data to back up those kinds of claims . . . they should be guided by numbers and science . . . and not opinion. People [the public] can’t be trusted to make good decisions, I think we all know that – PD6

The view that medical criteria are more substantial than opinion was shared by many participants across all groups. Medical criteria were often regarded as facts that produce an allocation process that avoids judgments involving complex/controversial values.

Criteria such as ‘greatest need’, ‘likely transplant outcomes’ or ‘best match’ were all regarded as ‘medical’:

> The view that medical criteria are more substantial than opinion was shared by many participants across all groups. Medical criteria were often regarded as facts that produce an allocation process that avoids judgments involving complex/controversial values.

I still think that the decision should be made medically on perhaps who is less likely to reject it and who is more . . . likely to come out of it successfully. – PD1

Table 2. Outline demographics of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transplant Staff</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Not specified for staff, because it is potentially identifying information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Donors</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13 female, 7 male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Recipients</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4 female, 5 male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2. Justifications for using medical criteria

**Objectivity**

A reason frequently given for preferring medical criteria was that they remove emotion from sensitive situations and exclude individuals’ biases from allocation decisions. PD2 illustrates the sometimes tacit assumption that it is undesirable for organ allocation to be based upon the views of someone emotionally involved in the situation:

Yes I do, I really do . . . you’ve gotta take emotion out of the argument and I think that’s the only way to do it, is try and get someone who hopefully has a more objective view than the family of the deceased. – PD2

Another potential donor pointed to the avoidance of bias and suggests that the medical community should be focussing on medical need rather than other (potentially still relevant) criteria such as dessert:

I’m hoping the medical community will make them without bias and on medical needs, somebody who needs an organ in order to survive or a better quality of life, rather than somebody’s more deserving – PD2

**Consistency and fairness**

All participants thought that allocating organs fairly was important, and most felt that allocating according to medical criteria was the best way to achieve this. For example, one member of staff (TS4) favoured medical criteria, and argued that their objectivity helped to justify allocation decisions to others. This suggests that the criteria contribute to robust and defensible allocation, so that allocation is not just fair, but also seen to be fair:

as long as the principles on which you do the allocation is transparent, and it’s objective, so that you can justify why you give it to A or B or why C doesn’t get a chance at getting the organ, I think that’s the best you can do – TS4

The importance of organ allocation being fair and transparent seemed to be emphasised because the stakes are so high: sometimes literally life or death. There was a feeling that when stakes are lower there might be room to listen to individual preferences:

I think it’s mainly because of it’s that life and death thing isn’t it? As opposed to just cash or whatever. Just giving stuff away . . . you could give it to anybody couldn’t you? Him on the street if you wanted. But when it comes to a matter of life and death it’s a different issue. – PR2

Although fairness was important to all participants, there were individual cases of disagreement over which criteria were relevant to a fair decision. The most commonly held view was that only criteria related to outcomes with or without a transplant are relevant:

Ok, to me fair would be based on like I say if you have your waiting list, you have an organ come in, I think it should all be based on effectively percentage chance of . . . of survival’s the wrong word but being able to lead a reasonable life afterwards. – PD9

Some participants considered whether fair allocation should include why someone needs a transplant, which could be construed as a departure from the usual medical allocation criteria. Of these participants, many thought that whilst a patient causing their own illness might make them less deserving of a transplant, this should nonetheless be excluded from allocation decisions. The potential donor below, who felt that deservingness should be considered, was in a small minority:

Fair is I don’t know what I’ve already mentioned, like based on how the person and why the person requires the organ in the first place. – PD7

There was also one participant who questioned the meaning of ‘greatest need’. Most participants regarded medical need as absolute and fact-based, but one member of transplant staff doubted the objectiveness of this criterion, and appreciated that need may be contingent upon a number of factors, some of which may not be medical:

Greatest need by whose definition, that’s my problem. Who’s defined the greatest need, you know, what because they’re hooked onto a hundred million life support machines, you know what about the greatest need of someone’s gonna be left without a husband, so you know, once again it’s been by definition. What we all interpret as greatest need is different for us all. – TS6

**Best way to fulfil goal of transplantation**

A view prominent across all groups was that organ allocation should not be based on who is more worthy to live, because the goal of transplantation should be simply to restore health. It therefore followed that transplant staff should not be considering factors beyond the ‘medical’ when allocating organs, as these considerations were nothing to do with the goals of transplantation. This participant summed up the view succinctly:

[treat] everybody as if they’re the same and . . . other factors should just be completely ignored, all they’re really there to do is to make people healthy regardless of any of their history. – PD4

This view suggests that the purpose of transplantation is to meet the medical needs of those who require transplants, and nothing more. The following participant,
although mentioning classes of people, again links this back to the idea of transplantation meeting needs of people requiring transplants:

I think it’s up to the medical staff to actually decide who gets that organ . . . Because I think they have a better idea of who’s out there and which class of people actually need a liver transplant – PD24

3. Acceptable deviation from medical criteria

Despite widespread support for medical criteria being the best basis for allocation, there was some support for limited types of conditional or directed donation. Several participants felt that directed donation to family members or close friends was acceptable. Some drew parallels to living donation where this is commonplace, whereas others highlighted the fact that people display levels of partiality for their loved ones in every-day life, and that this is often considered acceptable:

I think that extends in to every . . . aspect of your life, you know lots of things you do for family and loved ones that you would never ever do for random people and I don’t think that’s a bad thing on the whole. – PD1

There was also some support in all groups for directed donations to children. This was most often justified on the grounds of children’s perceived vulnerability, or that they have lived less life than adults:

Just because a child has I don’t know, they’ve arguably probably got more of their life to lead, they have had less of a life because they’re younger than you know someone older and I don’t know I guess they’d be seen as being more vulnerable, weaker, which is not necessarily true, but they’ve just got more of their life to live, haven’t they? – PD5

4. Unacceptable forms of conditional donation

Although inclined to reject bypassing medical criteria for allocation, many participants felt uneasy about the cost of turning down potential donations. For these participants, saving lives carried more weight than strict adherence to medical criteria:

at the end of the day it’s better to save some than to throw a chance away that, you know I mean, people could last another 10, 20 years with the treatment and what you have . . . so it’s giving 5 to 6 people a chance to live that little bit longer in life and probably enjoy their lives – PR4

For many participants (mostly in the recipient and donor groups), the consequence of saving additional lives could justify the acceptance of conditions that would otherwise be considered unacceptable, including the racist conditions in the 1998 case:

Well the people who were you know judging this basically thought well you know, we’d rather that it went to the people than we just flat out refused, so I think they were probably in the right there. – PD7 (discussing the 1998 conditional donation)

Many participants thought that accepting conditions should be a last resort, justified only if the alternative was to turn down a donation, because refusing a donation is a waste of a potentially life-saving resource:

I think that your default position should be on medical needs and only if they are risking to lose organs, then maybe as a kind of sub parameter, perhaps a back door, we should allow the donor actually to voice conditions or direct the donation. – TS10

5. Staff concerns about integrity of the transplantation system

In contrast to some of the non-staff participants, many (although not all) of the staff participants viewed turning down conditional donations as unfortunate but necessary in order to maintain the integrity of the transplantation system:

Our society at the moment is prepared to pay the price of losing the occasional organ in this situation because of the, you know, the greater good and the overriding principle really – TS3

6. Limitations

Although the study specifically attempted to ensure that SA potential donors were well represented, no noticeable differences were found between the views of SA potential donors and donors of other ethnicities. Given the known differences in attitudes towards organ donation20 from this population and the general population, this was surprising. The recruitment methods necessary to secure sufficient participants within the time constraints of the study will have led to a non-representative sample – although it is worth noting that the aim of this kind of empirical study is not to obtain representativeness, but to explore personal accounts and generate ideas. Initial recruitment attempts were made through an inner-city General Practice, with invitation packs being sent in the post to 100 SA potential donors. This yielded no responses. As a secondary recruitment method, SA

participants were recruited via a combination of University of Birmingham advertising in a weekly e-newsletter and snowballing (asking colleagues, friends and existing participants to pass on information about the research to people who may be interested in participating). This resulted in the SA sample containing participants who were generally well educated, who had links to the research community at the University, and were generally pro-organ donation.

Transplant staff and potential recipients were mostly from the Liver or Kidney Units, and different organs may raise different issues. The heart, for instance, is often noted for its symbolism and this may impact upon people’s views. Further research with staff/patients relating to other organs may therefore be beneficial.

**DISCUSSION**

Our data illustrate the dilemma that conditional and directed donations pose: although the conditions themselves may be objectionable or require deviation from preferred, national allocation criteria, an offered organ is still a life-saving/life-improving resource, and refusing this resource on ideological grounds has potentially lethal consequences for those awaiting transplantation. The following discussion will therefore assess the robustness of the ideological grounds espoused by participants, to establish whether they provide compelling reasons to exclude non-medical criteria and turn down conditional or directed donations.

The privileged position of medical criteria

Participants’ views on the right way to allocate organs significantly influenced how they viewed conditional and directed donations. The preference for organs to be allocated according to medical criteria broadly reflects how organs are currently allocated, and our findings here are in-line with other studies, where participants also favoured adherence to medical criteria. This preference meant that all conditional donations were regarded as non-ideal. Presented with this view, it could be tempting simply to reject conditional and directed donations as contravening the principles of allocation important to stakeholders. Further analysis, however, will highlight:

i) problems in how participants idealized medical criteria, undermining the view that medical criteria provide an objective and undisputable basis for organ allocation.

ii) how participants’ justification for using medical criteria can also support deviation from the same criteria in specific circumstances

The differences between medical and moral criteria

Medical criteria were considered to include greatest need, urgency, best match and predicted transplant outcomes, and there is some overlap between these criteria: for instance, urgency may be related to many conceptions of greatest need, and best tissue match is related to predicted outcomes. Criteria that were frequently rejected as being non-medical included race, religion, or social value/utility, but also those that are arguably medically-related, such as disease type or cause of illness. The perceived differences between these medical and non-medical criteria are potentially complex. Merely making reference to some aspect of a patient’s medical condition did not render a criterion medical in the eyes of participants – otherwise, cause of illness would be considered medical. Instead it seems that participants conceived of medical criteria as being both health-focussed and forward-looking, insofar as they play a role in answering the question ‘what would happen to this patient’s health if they did/did not receive these organs?’ This is a very narrow view of what is relevant when allocating organs, but reflected a view about the goals of transplantation, which will be discussed in more detail later.

There was widespread belief that depending solely upon medical criteria results in the right allocation of organs, but the justification of this position was commonly grounded in the assumption that medical criteria provide an unambiguously objective allocation process. Veatch has already noted, however, that such criteria are not objective, and that moral argument is required both to define these criteria and determine how they ought to be balanced against one another. For example, many participants thought that organs ought to be allocated according to greatest need, but did not recognize that ‘greatest need’ is a complex concept that involves balancing concerns such as urgency, current quality of life and potential to benefit from a transplant. Even the superficially more simplistic criterion of ‘urgency’ requires consideration of how the urgent risk of death should be balanced against the urgent need to improve quality of life.


23 Although we argue that the distinction between medical and non-medical criteria is not clear-cut, for simplicity’s sake we will use these terms to discuss various criteria as this is how they were grouped by participants.

24 It should be noted that sometimes race is medically relevant insofar as it is linked to things that are medically relevant, such as HLA typing to assess compatibility between donor and recipient.

Failing to recognize the complexity of these criteria often resulted in participants assigning extra weight to them and giving them an elevated status amongst other possible criteria. Allocation based upon these medical criteria is no more ‘matter of fact’ than allocation based upon a person’s previous behaviour, their race or their religious beliefs, so appealing to medical criteria as the correct basis for organ allocation on the grounds of their supposed objectivity is unconvincing. Furthermore, the overt valuing of ‘objectivity’ is itself arguably subjective. The assumption that organ allocation can be made without subjectivity or the application of values is, therefore, deeply problematic.

Are medical criteria the only relevant criteria?

Although participants may be mistaken in thinking that medical criteria are an especially privileged category of allocation criteria, they did suggest other reasons to maintain organ allocation based upon these criteria. For instance, participants generally felt it important that organ allocation should be just and fair, which in simple terms requires that only differences that are relevant to the situation in hand are considered when choosing one patient over another. There was agreement from participants that some criteria are irrelevant to organ allocation and are based upon flawed reasoning or prejudice. These included criteria arbitrarily based upon religion or sexuality (which, one presumes, will normally tend to lack independent robust justification as the basis for allocation criteria – and as such are no more a suitable way of differentiating between patients than considering what their favourite television programme is). Basic principles of justice and fairness provide strong arguments against irrelevant criteria such as these being routinely used to allocate organs.26 Participants also appeared, however, to have a more restricted account of what is relevant to organ allocation decisions (what we will refer to as ‘medically relevant’) than a more theoretical approach might initially suggest (we will refer to this broader set of criteria as being ‘morally relevant’). All things that are medically relevant are morally relevant, but not all morally relevant considerations were thought to be medically relevant.

The difference between medically and morally relevant can be illustrated by considering the criterion of ‘predicted outcomes’, which could be defined as a primarily medical criterion. A liver transplant might give one patient a 90% probability of five year survival, or an alternative patient a 10% probability. The answer to the question of which has the best predicted outcome is clearly the first patient. One may reasonably ask, however, why five year survival is the relevant outcome. If outcomes are important, then why define the relevant outcome so narrowly? Outcomes could also include, for instance, what the recipient is likely to do with their life post-transplant. If one patient was expected to save many lives, and the other expected to cause much suffering to people, then, all other things being equal, there is a strong moral argument in favour of choosing the former as this would bring about the most good from the available options. A less abstract example might be that the patient with 90% chance of five year survival will live, but with a relatively poor quality of life. In contrast, the patient with a 10% chance of survival would live, if at all, with a very good quality of life. It is not obvious that a good chance of a poor quality is preferable to poor chance at a good quality of life. Participants seemed to think, however, that factors beyond the narrow medical conception of outcomes are not appropriate considerations for organ allocation (and so are not medically relevant), even though they could be the sorts of considerations that are morally relevant. There were two main ways in which participants attempted to justify this position:

i) Donors/Transplant staff are poor judges, and any judgments would not be sufficiently robust – there is too much room for uncertainty in factors like social value or quality of life and therefore such factors increase risk of arbitrary injustice.

ii) Donors/Transplant staff ought not to judge – such factors are irrelevant to the goals of transplantation and medicine.

The first point is partly an empirical claim, but is intuitively reasonable. While medical staff are well-positioned to assess a tissue type, current state of health and likely future state of health, they are not generally uniquely well positioned to establish, for example, how deserving a patient may be, or where ultimate responsibility for their illness lies. This uncertainty argument is not straightforward, however, because there is also significant uncertainty in predicting even the narrowly defined (see earlier discussion on predicted outcomes) medical outcomes of transplantation, yet this is still considered to be an acceptable means of choosing recipients. It may be that the extent of uncertainty is greater when it comes to non-medical criteria, but this will not always be the case, so does not provide a strong reason to exclude wider morally relevant considerations.

The second justification presents an interesting problem: although many participants felt that other considerations, such as responsibility for illness or social worth may be morally relevant, they also felt that it would be wrong for them to feature in the allocation process. Some explanation is required of why morally relevant considerations should be excluded.

---

26 Although justice provides reasons against these types of criteria, it is important to note that other reasons may outweigh simple justice concerns.
Participants’ justification tended to employ the distinction between medical and moral criteria we have just challenged. Specifically they thought that medical criteria are robust and objectively defensible whereas moral criteria are matters of opinion and open to disagreement. This view is also endorsed by the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) in the US, who state that: ‘in public policy related to allocation of organs there is a widespread consensus that certain social aspects of utility should not be taken into account’. OPTN’s justifications for this are that an individual’s social worth, for instance, is a matter of opinion or a matter of good fortune in the natural lottery, but this is unconvincing. The claim that these are matters of opinion draws on the same false distinction between medical and non-medical criteria employed by our participants. Although one may have an opinion on someone’s social worth that is grounded solely in unjustifiable prejudice, it is also possible for there to be defensible accounts of social worth that are as objective as medical criteria. The latter point about natural lotteries may be correct, but applies equally to medical criteria (one patient may fortunately have excellent expected outcomes, whereas another may unfortunately have too many co-morbidities to be sufficiently likely to survive, and this may be purely a result of chance) so does not provide an absolute reason to exclude non-medical but still morally relevant criteria. The views of participants went slightly beyond the arguments espoused by OPTN: they also centred on the idea that transplantation services exist to meet the medical needs of those who require transplants, and that wider considerations are beyond the scope of transplantation goals.

The advantages of medical criteria

Although it has been argued that medical criteria do not provide the objective basis for allocation that is often assumed, and that the distinction between the medical and the moral is not clear-cut, there remain reasons to prefer medical criteria as the general basis for allocation. Primarily, they allow for a balance of life-saving, life-improving and equal treatment to be struck, which allows the needs of transplant recipients (and society more generally) to be met. For unconditional donations, at least, this balance can be considered to be the optimal outcome of organ allocation. This assumes, of course, that the current UK allocation system is based on the best empirical evidence and careful reasoning to ensure that competing considerations are appropriately balanced. This does not equate to a claim that the allocation system is perfect. It may instead be the best currently available attempt at balancing competing considerations in genuinely dilemmatic situations. If this is the case, then unnecessary deviation from current allocation policy would be undesirable because deviation is unlikely to result in the optimal outcomes, which would be a waste of the potential benefits provided by donated organs. This use of potential benefits and avoidance of waste would therefore provide a good prima facie reason to base organ allocation on primarily medical criteria as a general rule, but does not itself provide a reason to rigidly exclude non-medical criteria, especially if doing so might reduce waste and improve outcomes in particular instances. Discussion will now briefly consider reasons that were posited by participants for deviating from strict adherence to medical criteria.

Sometimes non-medical criteria can be acceptable

Although participants generally regarded conditional donations and their associated introduction of non-medical criteria into allocation as non-ideal, there were some specific conditions or directions that were considered by many to be acceptable deviations from medical criteria. For instance, some participants thought it acceptable to direct a donation to a family member or towards (non-specified) children more generally. In a survey by Neuberger and Mayer, 36% of respondents supported directed donation to family members, and 59% supported directed donations to children. Neither was permissible following the DH’s 2000 report, although the March 2010 revision now allows directed donation to family members.

Participants’ views broadly accorded with current guidance on requests for directed donation, although participants tended to feel that these directions could be more than just requests, so it would be permissible for the donation to be contingent on the request being granted. This is in line with living organ donation where donors in qualifying relationships are able to specify that they only want to donate their kidney or liver lobe if it is transplanted to a specific person. The DH report concluded


28 Ibid.

29 We take ‘natural lottery’ to refer to the Rawlsian idea of social and natural lotteries, suggesting that there are some things that people are born with, or into (e.g. economic situations), that are the result of chance, so any advantage or disadvantage conferred to them throughout life as a result of these things is, in one sense, undeserved. Someone born into a wealthy family may be able to achieve greater social worth than someone born into extreme poverty, for instance.


31 In practice, living donors may be willing for their donated organ to be transplanted to a stranger if, after it has been removed, it turns out not to be suitable for the originally intended recipient. They are also given the options of having the organ re-transplanted to themselves, for the
that all conditional donations were unacceptable because they violate the fundamental principles that organs must be donated altruistically and allocated according to greatest need; and it is unclear how a request for a directed donation would not also violate these principles. The March 2010 guidance appears to acknowledge that it is acceptable for a donation to be allocated contrary to greatest need (i.e. it can be directed to a family member, who may not be the person in greatest need). However, that guidance also states that ‘[c]onditionality offends against the fundamental principle that organs are donated voluntarily and freely and should go to patients according to the agreed criteria’.32 ‘This statement is confusing; whether someone is freely and voluntarily deciding to donate is entirely unrelated to that person placing restrictions on who can receive their organs. Such restrictions can stop organs being allocated according to agreed criteria, but then so could a (now acceptable) request for a directed donation. It seems that the March 2010 guidance represents an attempt to meet the needs/wishes of the next-of-kin and the donor, whilst also allowing for the need to save the lives of the most urgent recipients to be met, but in doing so it has introduced further inconsistency. The legal grounding of this guidance has been criticized elsewhere,33 but the position it proposes also appears to lack sufficient ethical justification. The needs of the most urgent patients are allowed to trump the known preferences of the next-of-kin/donor in deceased donation, yet this is not true for living donation. It is not obvious why the donor being dead is a relevant difference.34 This confusing situation could easily be resolved by making requests for directed donation akin to living donation, where the donation is understood to be contingent on the request being granted.

Wasting Potential

Some conditions or directions were regarded by participants to be acceptable, such as those prioritizing family members or children, although many also thought that unconditional donation was preferable. Other conditions were regarded as being irrelevant to organ allocation, unjustifiable and plainly wrong; those, for instance, involving race or sexuality. Despite this, many participants from all groups felt that even objectionable conditional donations should be accepted if the alternative was to refuse an organ that was life-saving/improving. Whilst this view initially appears to be at odds with favouring allocation based on medical criteria, an argument can, and will now, be made for endorsing a general reliance on medical criteria but also permitting exceptions.

Earlier discussion introduced the idea of meeting need, and argued that a general allocation policy based upon medical criteria will meet the needs of recipients relatively effectively. Waste occurs when need is not met as fully as it could be, and avoiding waste is important given the organ shortage. A pertinent distinction can be drawn between two types of waste: absolute and relative. Rejecting a conditional donation outright is an example of absolute waste: a donation and all its potential benefit is lost. Accepting a conditional donation, however, may result in a form of relative waste, particularly if it sets a precedent for future conditional donations.

Relative waste can be defined as the difference between the maximum benefit that an available organ could provide, and the actual benefit that it does provide. In the UK, organs are not allocated solely to maximize benefit to individual patients, but are instead allocated in order to balance potentially competing considerations of utility and justice, which helps to maximize benefit to society. It is this overall benefit that should be considered here. When organs are donated unconditionally, they can be allocated according to the current criteria which allows for the optimal overall benefit to be extracted from them. A donation with conditions or directions attached changes the choice landscape: the usual optimal benefit is no longer available,35 so the choice becomes one of obtaining sub-optimal benefit or no benefit. By allowing conditions placed by donors to influence allocation, however, additional criteria would enter the equation which would likely compromise the overall benefit provided (compared with the same organs donated unconditionally). Conditional and directed donations therefore have the potential to increase relative waste.

This presents a situation that requires careful balancing: accepting conditional or directed donations, as suggested by many participants, can avoid the absolute waste of turning away organs, but may result in increased relative waste. Isolated instances of accepting conditional or directed donations could reduce overall waste (as organs would be accepted that otherwise would not be), but the prospect of these donations becoming more widespread (and the potential for donations that previously would have been made unconditionally now being made conditionally) could lead to increases in relative waste outweighing any other gains. For instance, if an increased number of conditional donations led to reduced public support for the transplantation system, donation rates

organ to be donated for research, or for the organ to be disposed of. On the other hand, living donors who do not have a specific recipient in mind are not permitted to make any stipulations or conditions on their donation.

32 NHS Blood and Transplant. op. cit. note 5.
33 Douglas & Cronin. op. cit. note 7.
34 And if it is a relevant difference, then it may raise interesting questions about whether the needs of the living can outweigh the wishes of the dead in more cases.

35 We assume that it would be unacceptable to agree to the conditions placed on a donation and then ignore them when allocating the organs.
might subsequently drop, and the number of transplants would therefore be reduced, thereby reducing overall benefit.

This was something that many staff participants were particularly wary of. They believed that organ donation relies upon the goodwill of the public, and that this goodwill may require an allocation system that people can trust. The potential donors who participated in this study did not share these concerns, but larger-scale research would clearly need to be conducted to establish the likely impact upon donation rates. Minimizing waste will increase the good that can be achieved by transplantation. It is important, however, that potentially competing types of waste are balanced in a way that results in greatest benefit. Achieving this balance is complicated, and there are many uncertainties involved, but to turn down all conditional donations is not obviously the correct approach.

CONCLUSIONS

Given that participants thought that medical criteria ought to generally be used to allocate organs, it follows that conditional donations were viewed as non-ideal, but the discussion of conditional donation has highlighted several points of wider interest for organ allocation. It has been argued, for instance, that participants’ views on the nature of medical criteria were often mistaken, and do not provide reasons to exclude all of the criteria that participants viewed as non-medical. In addition, it has been argued that participants held a narrow view of what is medically relevant (and therefore considered relevant for organ allocation), which often tended to exclude considerations that could be considered morally relevant. This led to the somewhat problematic position from participants that some morally relevant considerations ought to be excluded from organ allocation.

Moreover, and specifically in relation to conditional and directed donations, it has been argued that a convincing justification for allocating organs primarily according to medically relevant criteria – the avoidance of waste – also provides a reason to consider other criteria when the alternative is to turn down an offer of organs. This then gives rise to a complex situation requiring the balance of potentially competing forms of waste.

It would be wrong to conclude solely on the basis of the findings and arguments presented in this article that conditional donations ought to be accepted. Issues such as maintaining public trust in the allocation system, involving publically funded organizations in discriminatory practices, and the potential for furthering broader healthcare inequalities are also important and have not been considered here. But such issues must be considered against the arguments put forward by our participants and advanced in this paper (and others)\(^{36}\) that turning down conditional donations may be wasting potentially life-saving resources.
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